
SMALL JEWELRY STORE BUSINESS PLAN

If YES, here is a complete sample jewelry store business plan template & FREE The rave for branded jewelry is likely to
affect smaller and upcoming jewelers.

Executive Summary Introduction Contemporary Ti Design is a designer and manufacturer of unique titanium
jewelry. Our jewelry will include bracelets, necklaces, earrings and rings. Credit is an important concern for
all jewelers, since credit availability is essential to sell an expensive product. We will offer a variety of
premade and custom made gemstone jewelry products that are designed and created by the owner on site as
well as at home. Both the brand information and the online page can be found easily. Gemstones complement
and can dress up any outfit on a woman. Therefore, we intend to generate income by retailing the following
products and offering the services below; Retail sale of silver, gold and platinum jewelries Sales of watches,
rings, earrings and bracelets with precious stones such as diamond, emeralds, rubies, sapphire and other rare
stones Jewelry repair and customization services Jewelry resizing and polishing Advisory services Sales
Forecast The jewelry store industry is one that has been experiencing strong growth as the economy has
improved to allow an increase in demand from different types of customers. Orders of supplies which are
small in size and weight will be air shipped; whereas, larger and heavier orders will be shipped LCL Less than
a Container Load. Management will rely on customer feedback and sales reports to eliminate or introduce
particular sizes, colors and styles. There are about 28, specialty stores selling jewelry. The Company is
registered as a corporation in the State of New York. Some work and distribute locally, others have national
distribution systems set up. However, in order to get a huge share of the market and increase awareness about
our business for clients here in Midtown Manhattan â€” New York City, USA; we intend to offer a discount in
the prices of our jewelries for 3 months of operation. Provide relevant fashion design recommendations to our
customers. We will offer advice on how to dress for specific occasions and which jewelry goes best with
which clothing. Other jewelry retailers have lagged in this particular market by not concentrating on providing
a large variety of colors, sizes and designs. Other contact methods are email and the facility to leave a message
on the site. If they do not return the products at the end of the day, 2nd store will be deducted automatically
money on the bank card. Many upscale brands are no longer exclusive to the excessively wealthy, and
management consulting firm Bain and Co. There are also those who wish to utilize the repair and maintenance
services the Company has to offer. The Jewelry Store will also use an internet based strategy. When customers
visit the store looking for that product, they expect the product will have their sizes. One year it may be
considered extremely fashionable to wear ruby earrings while the next year rubies may be out. Gemstones are
popular because of their unique natural colors and features; they are affordable yet ideally suited for business
attire and both informal and informal occasions. As trends and styles change from year to year, and season to
season, it is necessary to keep flexibility in our product lines. As the business matures we may add services
that complement our jewelry such as cleaning and care products as well as service and repair. Air quality is
also compromised by gold mining, which releases hundreds of tons of airborne elemental mercury every year.
Although we have many competitors in this space, we will set ourselves apart by solely concentrating on
gemstone products, offering customized pieces, providing helpful dress and jewelry style advice and setting
fair prices. Create a visible, accessible and welcoming mall kiosk to position us as the premier choice for our
products within the mall. The Company was founded in by John Doe. Taking these factors into considerate
will equip the brand and experiencing. The third section of the business plan will further describe the services
offered by the Jewelry Store. Jewelry is a non-essential and expensive item, and during economic recessions,
Mr. Final jewelry products will be kept at the kiosk.


